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Market Update — May 7
th

, 2021 

The spot resin markets were strong the first week of May, there was a renewed surge in demand and prices for 
both Polyethylene and Polypropylene climbed. This was a reversal from the hum-drum latter part of April, when 
buyers had mostly sat back procuring minimal volumes expecting the relatively mild easing in prices to pick up 
steam with additional discounting. Indeed, levels had slid a bit the previous few weeks, even amid tight supplies, 
as some air was let out of the top end of the market as buyer enthusiasm waned. However, there were few month-
end deals to be had for PE or PP and as April drew to a close, sentiment shifted back towards bullish as supplies 
remained very tight, a new Polyethylene Force Majeure was issued, PGP monomer prices jumped, additional 
production disruptions were triggered in Mexico, and North American resin producers reiterated their intent to raise 
PE & PP contract prices further in May while also nominating new increases for June. 
  
PE producers secured their $.07-.09/lb increases for April contracts and even at these very elevated levels, Poly-
ethylene demand continued to improve the first week of May while supplies remained just as tight. Processors 
began to believe that the May $.05-.06/lb increase could be viable and became more aggressive with their pur-
chases, so buy orders streamed in at a quicker pace, and as offers were scooped up, spot prices rose a few cents 
more. Most producers are still in Force Majeure with limited allocations of resin for contract buyers. Buyers also 
started to look for larger volumes of material that would carry them for longer periods, like though June. 
 
Spot Polyethylene prices have now begun to firm back up again, they recouped the late April losses and then 
tacked on a couple cents more in early May, though there was good variance between grades. HDPE injection 
added the most, rising more than a nickel, helped by the new Force Majeure. LDPE and LLDPE film grades were 
notably tighter and added a couple/few cents. LDPE and LLDPE injection remained very scarce and picked up a 
at least 2 pennies. HMW film and HD blow mold were both flat respectively due to slightly better availability and 
already extended pricing from the sharp first quarter rally. 
  
Notwithstanding material shortages and historically high prices, producers have had no issue maintaining strong 
Polyethylene exports through their direct channels and overseas sales programs. On the other hand, incremental 
resin exports through brokers / exporters have been challenged by relatively high asking prices which have limited 
offshore sales though these secondary channels. Still some spot exports have been flowing from the US to other 
high-priced regions like Latin America and Europe, aided by more favorable ocean rates than coming from Asia. 
There have not been extraordinary PE imports coming into the US, with the exception of blow molding resins, as 
the general PE arb has not been overly compelling, especially considering high ocean freight rates to the US. 
  
Polypropylene trading re-awoke as May began, it was like a whole different market and spot prices leapt at least 
$.04/lb. Demand roared back as PGP monomer prices began to soar again, spurred along by the Colonial Pipeline 
cyberattack, refinery and PDH issues, and better consumption from resin reactors and monomer exports. While 
reactors are mostly back running strong, most producers are still operating under Force Majeure with reduced 
allocations of resin in place for contract buyers. HoPP availability has been better than COPP and while off grade 
supplies have improved, Prime PP has remained very scarce and still commands a large premium. April PP con-
tracts saw a nice decrease, even though the $.13/lb decline in PGP monomer costs was offset by the $.06/lb 
margin gain. While there is likely some variance seen by some processors and producers, average PP contracts 
decreased about $.07/lb for the allocated volumes afforded by Force Majeure conditions. The imminent May PP 
contract increase will be larger than the April decrease. 
 
After peaking at $1.05/lb in late Feb, spot PGP plunged as low as the mid-$.40s/lb during April as monomer sup-
ply recovered quicker than resin reactors could consume it. Spot prices began to recover and April PGP contracts 
settled down $.13/b to $.57/lb, but spot PGP has since kicked back into high gear, reaching back into the mid 
$.70s/lb this past week. As we have constantly advised, the supply/demand dynamic for PP resin and PGP mono-
mer has been so tight that there is no room for any error and any additional production issues could kick off a new 
leg to this historic rally, we very well could be crossing that threshold once again. Given current PGP prices, May 
monomer contracts could be up between $.15-.20/lb, plus resin contracts could see another $.05-.06/lb for an 
additional margin increase. The strong gains are bringing contract PP prices up towards levels that spot prime PP 
has been transacting. 
  
Polypropylene imports were very heavy during the first quarter, but new purchases slowed dramatically in April as 
international prices rose and ocean freight rates skyrocketed due to displaced containers and insufficient ship 
space. Further, as PP sentiment was weakening, importers lost much of their arbitrage incentive, especially when 
faced with long logistics delays and the fear of falling PP prices once the resin arrived. This lack of new import 
orders in April will impact overall PP supplies, but also be somewhat offset by late arrivals as many shipments 
intended to reach the US shores in March/April, will finally arrive in May/June. With US Polypropylene prices head-
ing higher again, there was another round of PP import purchases made in the beginning of May with deliveries 
targeted throughout June. 
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Resin for Sale 12,185,356 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Offer

HDPE - Inj 2,654,624          0.940$   1.100$   0.970$    1.020$   

PP Homo - Inj 2,241,404          1.090$   1.390$   1.280$    1.380$   

PP Copo - Inj 1,590,944          1.030$   1.455$   1.360$    1.460$   

HDPE - Blow 1,544,128          0.990$   1.090$   1.010$    1.060$   

LDPE - Film 1,177,932          0.990$   1.100$   1.040$    1.090$   

LLDPE - Film 1,129,564          0.930$   1.030$   0.950$    1.000$   

HMWPE - Film 749,564             0.920$   0.970$   0.910$    0.960$   

LLDPE - Inj 630,920             0.940$   1.150$   1.000$    1.050$   

LDPE - Inj 466,276             0.940$   1.040$   0.950$    1.000$   

TPE IndexSpot Range

HDPE Blow Molding 

1 Year 

PP Homopolymer 

1 Year 


